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ABSTRACT
Part I
Two methods are developed for the analysis of traces of metals 
(soluble in mercury) by anodic stripping from a stationary mercury 
electrode Anodic stripping is carried out either by sudden switching 
of potential (potentlal-step method) or by passing a constant current 
through the cell ^current step method) A theoretical analysis Is de­
veloped for both methods for conditions of semi-infinite linear diffu­
sion. The following derivations are given equations for current-time, 
current-potential. and potentlal-time curves diffusion current and 
transition time for the stripping process, sensitivity gain. Experimen­
tal results are discussed for the anodic stripping of cadmium from a 
hanging mercury drop, and theory and experiment are compared. Sensiti­
vity gains with respect to voltammetry with stirred solution can be
larger than 100. Application to analysis in the range of concentrations 
-7 -9as low as 10 - 10 molar appears feasible. These two methods are
compared with anodic stripping at continuously varying potential (Nlkelly 
and Cooke).
Part II
The following mechanism is proposed for the discharge of negatively 
charged metallic complexes. (1) Reduction occurs simultaneously (a) by 
the direct electrochemical reaction of the complex and (b) with chemical 
transformation *• ^^p-i”** + x~ prior to reduction.
(2) The relative contributions of these two simultaneous processes vary
vii
with potential. Reduction wi*h preceding chemical transformation is pre­
dominant at potentials markedly negative with respect to the point of zero 
charge. Conversely, direct reduction is predominant at potentials some­
what positive with respect to the point cf re*c charge. There is a 
progressive transition from one extreme case to the ether
Experimental evidence based on the application of vcltammetry at 
constant current is presented The co^'Ij s: r s  about t.he mecha"ism are 
based on the variation with current density f the p^oduc of the
current density by the square root of the transition time Chemical
transformation prior to discharge corresponds to a linear variation cf 
iQX v s .  i0 with a negative slope. Conversely, the product iQX  
is Independent cf 1Q for direct discharge.
Positively charged complex ions which were studied are reduced 
directly.
viii
FOREWORD
Since this dissertation Is divided into two parts which are not 
directly related, the review of literature ard the discussion of ex­
perimental methods will be presented separately for each part. Experi­
mental methods are described after the theoretical treatment in Part I 
because this order of presentation better fits the discussion of 
material.
ix
PART I
ANODIC STRIPPING VOLTAMMETRY
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS AND REVIEW OF LlTERATlfRE
Anodic st-ippir.g method® -38' hive -sre'Tly been applied aga l h to the 
analysis of t races "i me* al«- 11 «.“> 7 ,le meui ' o be fete^ -ini nee in
a solution is first deposited on a soli? . 27 • or amale-tnc-ir ed ll’
electrode, and i v s * .* l pped f - c-m this elec t r ode by an<x;;: •>» idation
The amount of met ■»! t * o let on is : e' e'mined Iram »he <j a:v. .;v of
electricity consumed \ ~ * "e «t f.ppirg p • *: k«-: 1 v ai ! ( '*c»kp i. ,;ri) >e-
cently modified the method and used a nif-r . v p ■ * electrode tor deposition 
of the metal to be analyzed They reoaiz'.zei the me’al a* continuously 
varying potential a”i obtained current-peter, al curves not utllke these of 
oscillographic polarography These c„ - ;es exhibit a peak from ihi t--elghT 
of which the concent rat ion of the ire a;. : c • i v oeduced ! ir.-t* t .h :iU -.A
Nikelly and Cooke is a voltammet rtc p - o c e * whereas previous met ‘'ods belong 
to coulometry. These authors coined the expression "anodic stripping polaro- 
graphy" for their method, but it would be preferable to call it "anodic strip­
ping voltammetry", thus reserving the term "pnlarographv" f meth-x*s lnvolv- 
ing the use of the dropping me'curv electro:'' b'
In addition to the method of Nikelly ana Cooke, two othei simple 
methods can be devised: (a) the "potential-step" method in which tie
metal is oxidized by a sudden change of pctential to a more arodic 
value; and (b) the "current-step" method in. which the stripping process is 
carried out at constant current These methods are discussed and com­
pared in this dissertation for the case of stationary mercury electrodes
1
CHAPTER II
POTENTIAL-STEP METHOD 
DIFFUSION STRIPPING CURRENT
A metal M ii d e p osited at tons'atr. p-ter-ial cn a -tnti mciiuiv
e lect rode it' s * 1 r * t-d <- -1 i i o: 11 < - : • • . - a: t- n  1 ' • ‘ *
ele c t r o l y s i s  current is constant, 1 e , f be volume of solut ; -v. s.
4- r'
larae and the plating time so short That depletion of ions M in solnMor 
can be neglected E I e . * r e 1 y s t s is < arr let ■ i * ■. * a j. • et-1 l al • or respond •
lng fo r he limiting ■ 'j’-ren* range MerriTy is not stirred, a^d M is 
supposed to diffuse in the bulk of mercurv under conditions of semi- 
infinite linear diffusion After seconds the potential is abruptly 
changed to a sufficiently anodic value a' whih me*al M is oxidized at 
a rate that is solely diffusion controlled The resulting diffusion 
stripping current will now be derived. This current is obtained by de­
riving the flux o f metal M af the electrode surface e g , by solving 
Pick's diffusion equation
<^C- ' . /-) d ' O ,
—  , ~  -v* . 12 - n
a t  d  x  -
Cy - the concentration of the metal If in mercury 
x - the distance from the electrode surface in mercury 
for the following initial and boundary conditions.
The initial condition expresses the concentration of M in mercury 
at time , £•©•. »t the Instant of switching of potential. This con­
centration is (21. 5'
2
/' X  :f c
,* > -  • "* L. t
where i is the plating current during deposition ot M on mercury,
Dy the diffusion coefficient of if lr mercury n the number of electrons
"erfc" represents the errcr furclicr. ccmplen’er*. The notation 
C||(x,o) is used ♦ i-il'aie *ha* *he nr:, g - cf time In fte fallowing 
derivation ts *ake~ a- t',e beginning cf -.he s'rippir.g process.
As a boundary condition ti is prescribed that M is immediately 
oxidized to II4 ^  as it reaches *he electrode sun fare. Hence,
0^(0,t) = 0 fe~ : > O Fi-ally, CM > * — ► O fr- x  ► o ©  and
for t ^  0.
This boundary value problem Is qut'e sirllar to the one pre­
viously 3tudied 1" t^ta labora'orv for -secutfve electrode re­
actions in voltammet ~v at cor.start cur re* Tie comple’e deriva­
tion which is given in appendix yields fcllowing result:
where ifl ^ is the diffusion stripping - *■«-. According to polaro- 
graphlc practice, the anodic current is * Is negative and the cathodic 
currant ip is positive ir 2-3'
Variations of -i# ^ / ip with t/^ are shown in Fig. 1. Solid 
curve represents exact solution in equaticr. '2-3;- dashed curve ^orres­
it is seen from this diagram that the ratio -i8 q/lp is much larger than
P
for the discharge of 11*" F the faraday A *he electrode area and
ponds to the approximate solution
unity provided tha* * V  'a suff icier.* ly small One has -1„ j / 1_ — >  O O'*■ B | '-a*
for t / f  — ►  ? and ~:g  ^ / ip ------ 0 for t ^  o o
0 1 -J_____
0.05 o .
T
Figure
Variation? cf -is d/ip with t/Z for tbe plane 
Electrode :r, tee Potential-Step Method
5Tracings of experimental i.urvcs 1 against t are shown in*3 I U
Fig. 2 for the anodic stripping of cadmium fcr different pre- 
electrolysis times. Numbers on curves are j: r e-elec t r olysls times in 
seconds: stripping potential. -0,25 volt (versus S.C.E.). For reasons 
discussed in the experimental part . these curves were recorded with a 
hanging mercury drop and not with a mercury pool, Furthermore, the 
mechanical stirrer was stopped at the er.d oi pre-electrolysis and 4 
seconds were allowed to elapse before the recording of the current- 
time stripping curves, Deformation of fr op du-r-g ^’ripping was
avoided In this fashion and results were mo.-» reliable. These <oroi- 
tions do not correspond to the foregoing 'heretical analysis, whl h 
should be regarded primarily as a guide ‘ ' a judicious choice fcr 
experimental studies. Note that the experimental curves have the same
general shape as the theoretical curve of Fig. 1 'see also below^.
1 ' 2The term {2/ fc ) [ T  't . In eq.:a*ir , ' i 3; is dete^ml-atlve
for short and very long times 'dashed curve ir Fig. 1). This is the 
ratio -iB d / ip ore would calculate by assuming that the concer.tration 
Cj^x.o) at the instant of switching of potential is independent of x and 
equal to the concentration at x = c. Thus, o*-e deduces from [2-2) tor 
t * o (I.e., after T* seconds of pre-electrclysls) ,
By introducing this concentration in the Ilkovlc equation, 
as written for the plane electrode, there follows the approximate rela-
is quite satisfactory for short times, i.e. for t/^* 0.01. For
larger values of t/'C’ . effect of the nor-uniform Initial concentra­
tion distribution is very pronounced (Fig. 1J at least until t/n£ is
tlonshlp -ig d / ip = (2/ jc ) ( "C /t)*^. The resulting approximation
'wj-v
<\> 
lor 
t 
lit* 
Am 
*i 
l <*
C U R R E N T  (MILLiAMP. )
o
V,
o
U 1
o
much larger than unity The term (2/fC ) ( TT /t is again determi­
native for t / T* »  1 tie cause tne last two terms in (2-3) cancel the
argument of the term In sin-1 is then approximately equal to -1, and
sln“1(-l) = - JT /2.
It follows from these considerations that a plot of is d against
(Fig. 3) even for the conditions prevailing in the recording oi the 
curves of Fig. 2 (spherical electrode, time interval between pre- 
electrolysis and anodic stripping) Note that the extrapolated seg­
ments of the lines of Fig 3 pass through the origin
It is of interest to calculate the recovery of metal M during
by retaining only the first term. The resulting approximation is fairly 
good since the argument is practically equal to unity for t/x* 1 and
t / X  are shown in Fig. 4. It Is seen from this diagram that the recovery 
is small ( ^  1C per cent) for t/ *£ 0.01. For long times, the
l/tl/2 should be linear for t/ ^  0.01, This i* indeed the case
stripping. The recovery, which is defined as the ratio
ip X* > *s obtained by integrating is d from 0 to t Integration is
performed by expanding
the term in sin”1 is quite unimportant. Variations of the recovery with
recovery is surprisingly good; it approaches unity for t/'TT — -> O o
C U R R E N T  ( MIL L I A M P. )
o
ro
CD
cn
m
o
1
<x
R E C O V E R Y
tO
SENSITIVITY OA.N
The gain i' sens : * ivi*y 'an be expressed : r. *wo w&yc a' as
the ratio -ts  ^ , ip f equation ?-3 < * as ’ *e gain
-i 3 d / 1<J where I sj Is the diffusion _ r r e r * measured directly '*i*y 
the analyzed soluticn e.g. wtt^o.* p-e-eie t r ol v s: s . and t <r same
time t as t9 ^. Bo*b methods - .1 be dir rugged.
The gale in sersi** *Y as eipresset by eq'j«* l on < 2- 3 v . r'psp rds
to the r ompar : s ' de‘*eer *be s*ripp:rg method «r.t c n; amroe t r v wi * y a
stationary ele* * ' >?e i r. stirred soii‘;rt. ; * foil a»s f";m t ue *: = o * -
sion of equation 2-3) *hat the gain for */"U << 1 is afp'
(2/ jr ) { The ratio ' X s ► ou 1 i  oe as i a-iit «-
possible, but there are t wo 1 imi t at J or s ; a' tor, vet: t i on : * • • -: e - e g *i * b
diffusion whe- is t ?o l^ng *t’;s taeS'Cg u r • e 1 1 ab 1 i * y .
charging or discharging of the double 1 aye1, :"erfr*‘,s h*.  ^ m c -
ping current when t is too short. Obt i o-. sly, one should bane 1 s ; 1 r
where ic Is the charging current of * he double layer. ;r f o^e maPe- -he
approxima*e ass^.mp'i - *h«* the diffe'er al ra p a i ry cf t e liuble
layer is cr s t i ' 1 it the irte'-al £, v po'er* u l  daring jnc k*rg
of potential oce 1 , £ t.'R e*p \'R') R being ’p? • ■ a ]
resist ance o * * e ell c i r -«j : • . t*■ e <" or 7 1 it o' . s j 
becomes osl'g * he simplified form M' eqoa'to' ? 3
c Is of t he order «f 1 irirrcfarad *• : v e ♦ ime < . - a r *  R -t >:,• be
If an electrode area of 9.C3 see Oap*er i ’ : ! *7 e d
less than I- 3 se' 'rl for a re). " >:■ h ■ gh a r p «■
(R ^  1 h ' chjlk; * r hi se " „ R 1C" 3 < hrrs
11
&  V - 0.5 volt and X  - 100 sec. condition 2-5 t becomes
v -10
ip 5 x 10 amp. This condition is easily fulfilled wi + h an
?
electrode of 0.03 cm even for very dilute solutions. Hence * be 
capacity current could be neglected for t ^  0.01 »ec. Actually, 
there are traces of impurities adsorbed on the elei fode, and the 
switching of potential generali. causes a variation in the surface con­
centration of these lmpu 'les. Variations of surface conce nrra':ons 
are quite slow 9 and the capacity cu-rert may no* die out for *;mee 
appreciably longer than t - 0.01 sec ft analysis of *'a-e~ ?f
metals removal of traces of adsorbabie organic substances is rec ommer.d- 
ed, possibly by chromatography fl9'. However experimental gains of 
the order of 100 are possible. Since voltammetry with sMrred solution
-6 - 7
is applicable to concentrations as low as 10 - 10 molar 23 28 ■
application of the p i t er.t l al - s * ep e’ripplng method to solutions as
- 8dilute as 10 molar appears feasible.
Experimental gams are given r Table I for conditiors similar to 
those of Fig. 2 ‘hanging mer-ury drop 4 second interval bsT*eer p-e- 
electrolysis and anodic sfrippingl. Gains of the order of 100 were 
obtained for the longest plating time 199 sec. ». Experimental and 
theoretical gains which a-e m  fairly good agreement for sh >-* p-e-
electrolysls times * T ' - 10 sec. are quite different fo-
larger values of X  • There are 'wo main reasons for this -h r'efdrv. 
Firstly, convection of metal M in mer'uu cajses a loss of me*al in the 
layer adjacent to the mercury surface, aid this tends to decrease the 
gain. Conversely, diffusion of M in a small roercurv sphere perhaps 
1 mm. in diamete'ti is slower than ter semi - i r  * ; ^  11 e linear ii*r jr-. 'i 
and metal kl diffuses away f-om the mercury s.-face more slowly ?- a
hanging mercury drop tba'' in a mer ury pod.
EXPERIMENTAL GAIN FOR HANGING MERCURY DROP VERSUS CALCULATED GAIN FOR
1 2
TABLE 1
 
A PLANE ELECTRODE -- ANODIC STRIPPING OF CADMIUM
X + —I f  „ i \
‘ s . i * 'J ’ ' P ' s : • p
sec. 10 ? 5ec. mA experimental calculated
180 3 4 .6 2 136 48.4
180 6 3.18 93.5 34
180 9 2.49 73 27,5
60 3 l.?9 55 27,3
60 6 0.99 35 19.1
60 9 0.7 3 2« 19,5
30 ?.8 ".69 26 1-.8
30 5.8 *7. 49 18.8 1 3 3
30 p ,9 4- 15,4 j'.8
10 2.8 -.274 ] '. 5 11.
10 5.8 <7.i 36 7. 5 4 7. a
10 8.9 0„16'> 6.16 9.8'
2
Tlte p/e-ele t r o l y s l s  *ae 26 mit’-iamp, e x^ e p " i  '
= 180 sec. fc^r +blcb It was 3 4 m: '■» ’anif .
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T h i s  r e s u l t s  in an i' rease in gcV.- w^ich bec o m e s  m e r e  p r o - o . r c e d  as 
is ma d e  larger. I" is seen from Ta b l e  J 'hat the effec* f the 
s p h e r i c i t y  of 'he ele • i 'tide ou t we 1 g t* ~ t fce i r M u e n c e  of concec • i »- . The 
the o r e t i c a l  a n a l y s i s  of the s t r ipping ne'i-oct for the han g i n g  irer j-y 
d r o p  is m o r e  in v o l v e d  than for i,f  ry p'ol , i* wi.i be d i s c u s s e d
h e r e .
The second method etp/e- s' • g fVe ser * • ' : c ? ty sal r i > t r -mpafe 
i s j  with the diffusion r u - r«r“ i  ^ m e « so red a: t i m e  ' ; p d're't v -•» l * air, -
metry without pre-elec * ' 01 t s : s. The tu- »er* : s it non by ‘tt ;ln -..c 
equation written for “he plane elei • tode. Tl “ ga:r. talcula'ed by the 
simplified form of eq.ai^r. 2-3’ a-d by replacing by ; t «■ c a 1 cl­
ip = nFAD^ (n C °  / £  /C ‘J bulk -onc*»r * rat 10' r.f M* . £  diffusion layer 
thickness j is '2/ JT l-'7 D 1  ^ X  1 1 8
O n e  has 1 ^ , 1 ^  zz 4^ ?[»•- eta -1 <f *'e f r; i lowing vler = of
m a g n i t u d e :  D  - l i ‘5 m f s e c .  * ~C I C O  se- and £  I"' } cm.
(an approximate value of 'he -•'<•31*. or-s ' ’ho experimental *♦*. dy . The
anodi c s t r ippi ng me’ h of is *vuc m.-’e ~.e- ^ e -tuf * •- e j i 'e ’ me * h od .
Actually, we fourd that di -e'- * v el * *mir.e • - y 1 5 *w>* su’is*a * -v a*, low 
concentr at i or s below 1 0 mol ar be? auto cf i^-e'-ferer-e bv at- 'bed 
1 mpur 11 1 e s on * he e 1 e r - - od e * : d o f < 1 - - - me v v  . ’ 1 * * : u I ’ v is
greatly mi rimi zed 1 o s* r jpp:rg v v : * e • ' v bet ac -e of p-e-ele ' r !v;is,
1  - b  - ? ?Data were; ip ar 3 x 1  r, ? A ~  i x l  m.'
D =■ 10~ 5 cm?sec7^, r - 5 x 1^  7 n i lc tir .
14
c u r r e n t-p o t e n t i a l c u r v e s
The potential after pre-electrolysis is now switched to a value
at which the concentration of metal M at the electrode surface is
4
larger than zero during stripping. A set of current-time curves 
(Fig. 5) is obtained for different stripping potentials. Numbers on 
curves are stripping potentials m  volts versus S.C.E.), Pre- 
electrolysis time, 1 0  seconds; time Interval between pre-electrolysis 
and stripping, 4 seconds. By measuring the current on each of these 
curves at a given time, one can construct a current-potential curve 
for that particular stripping time. These curves will now be discussed 
on the assumption that the Nernst equation is applicable. It first will 
be assumed that the solution is stirred during stripping and that there 
is no time interval between pre-electrolysis and stripping.
To derive the equation of the is versus t curves for any potential 
we could use again the Initial condition (2 -2 ) for M and prescribe that 
the ratio Cjjfn / at x * o is equal to a constant readily given by 
the Nernst equation. Another boundary condition would be obtained by 
prescribing that the sum of the fluxes of M and K*n at x = o ia equal to 
zero. The approach is the same as in the rigorous derivation of rever­
sible polarographic waves <&), but the algebra is far more involved -- in 
fact, too involved for the result to be achieved. It is much easier to 
assume that Cg is independent of x at t s o and has the value given by 
equation (2-4). This approximation is very good for t /x C.01 'see
*Note that the curves for -0.90 -0.80, and -0.70 volt in
Fig. 5 correspond to the limiting current range for pre-electrolysis.
The current decreases progressively because of concentrailor polariza­
tion. Thus, the electrolysis circuit was open after pre-electrolysis 
and closed again after the interval of 4 seconds, the solution being not 
stirred after pre-electrolysis.
1 I'111
CURRENT (i o’1 MILLIAMP. )
i # f t ,
Cn ^  OJ N) —  O
O
i__
CJi
0.70 
-0.80 
-
0
.
9
0
l b
above) but Is poor for t / 7 7  > 0,1 The concent rat:ons Cu+n(o,t)
M
C|f(o,t) are calculated as follows 
The concentration C^j+n'ot) during stripping is deduced from the 
condition that the sum of the fluxes of M and If*'11 at x = o is equal 
to zero. On the basl3 of the Nernst diffusion layer treatment, the
The concentration CM (o,t) is derived by noting that, as in 
polarography theory, i9 is proportional to the difference £ C|(<o,o) 
Cj|(o,t) J , the proper 1 1 onal 1 1 y factor being deduced from the Jlkovic 
equation written for the plane electrode By using for Cj|(o(o) the 
value given In (2-4) there follows after simple transformations
By introducing the C's from (2-6) and (2-7) in the Nernst equation 
one obtains after rearrangement of terms
flux of M+n during stripping which Is equal to l? / nFA is
£ C^+n(°>t) - C ' 1 J / S  &  being * he diffusion .ayer thick­
 ness, and C° the bulk concentration of II411, The thickness &  can be
evaluated from ip ■ nFA D|j4n c° 7 &  Pence
(2-6 )
As In the foregclng treatment, anodic stripping currents are 
negative in equations (2 -6 ) to (2 -8 ), and the cathodic current i is 
positive. The half-wave potential, which is equal to the sum of the
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first two terms or *he r i g M  -hard side ;•£ 2-8 1 s she f ted tcwa'd
less anodic pote-'ials a® ' Ke time * r:rease? The half-wa^e poter.-
s d * ‘ptlal cor responds * -• : . i ri < i ? and is .he p c m  • -?f
2 2Inflection of the cur rent-po*en’ l al ■ ; ^ e  set d E / li . The
potential at 1 : o Is lndepende^ ->f • ime. .1 s value is obra:"ei by 
setting ls = o n  <,2-8,. ard h- • i >■ e *1 a* * l s ^ ip is set equal to
{2/ _JC ) ' TT / ^ i' h l a s : mp ; • * : ec * r e u ' m e*- * .
Equation 2-8 « ‘ ill holds as a s i m p l i f e d  formula fo» the case 
In which stirring is s'rppcd af’er p >-e - *■- 1v c * ' ol y s i - ;1rd  ^ * ime r t s r u l  
elapses before anodic stripping bu • *ve ha) *-»avp pt'terMal h-js 
now the value E ’ 4 R T. "F 1 c fjj ^  Djfr ■*'  ^ act is i >■ de­
pendent of time, T 1" : s s *>-e -alue dor: ed r, 'he the rv <' * reversible
polarogracb;c * - c -
Cu r r "r.’ ■ p c * e~ t i a 1 v <' •. e d e d u  - e-i f r ?m »he data of F :s . 5 are 
plotted in F ’g. 6 fc- d;'ferer‘ '■alres * * Numbers on urves are the 
times in sec. r:s at w*-1 c k - ” ' w»: mease red . The half - wave pc*en-
tlal ls 1 ndep ender * time arc has • he same value -0.64 > 1 1 <.• *? r ; j s
S.C.E.) as the polar ogr aph ; c half * p -en' .al The •; o >•*£•':*• g app toxl- 
mat e analysis is *t>js : h ’ sa* i sf a- * i* v f^r ‘l" <-♦ T ipp m g  * ’me- i - v 1 v e d 
here.
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Current-Potential Curves from the Data of Figure 5
CHART EH ' 11
CURRENT-STEP METHOD
TRANSITION TIME AND SENSITIVITY !A!N
The conditions are th*= as in the potential-step method
except that anodic stripping is car.ot-'f out at constant rurrert ,
The potential of the amalgam electrode is followed during anodic
stripping, and a p M  e.c 1 1 al - T lme curve :s recorded. This curve exhibits
a rapid variation of potential a' * he t'a-s1 ion time TTj i.e.
at the time at which o  1 '■ Erper :men*al pot er. t l al - * l me ' jrves
are given in Figure 7, Numbers on -- rves are pre-ele:trolysis times in
- ' i  - 2seconds Stripping current density 1 56* IT arrp cm
Time interval be*ween pre-electroly-is j i s*'ippipg, 4 se'u'ds The
ratio, / X* .of the transition *ime X^  to *he pre-electrolysis
time X" . was calculated by Berzins and Telahay 2
of /X" a^e compared m  Table : i r rbe anodic stripping cf
cadmium from a hanging amalgam d ^ o .  T ve agreement 1 5 rela* ivelv good
in view of the two sources of discrepar y sphericity of *he electrode
and loss of metal In mercury by c e r , e - M o o .  The effec* of sphericity 
becomes more pronounced as the elt- ' I">ivr’, = is p -M o n g e d  r nmpare data
for X ” - 1 ^ se: ard X  7 >^
i
3-1
with i
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TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RATIO Ts /T  FOR 
FOR A PLANE ELECTRODE
HANGING 
-- a n o d :
MERCURY DROP VERSUS CALCULATED GAIN 
IC STRIPPING OF CADMIUM
1
4. r T 1
microamp. sec, sec , experimental calculated
9,9 10 17.5 1. 75 2. 18
19.6 10 8.5 0.85 1. J2
49.4 10 2.4 0.24 0.32
49.4 25 7.8 0.31 3.32
49.4 50 16.0 0.32 0.32
49.4 75 27.2 0. 36 0.32
1 —  2Pre-electrolysis current, 48 microamperes; electrode area, 3.16 x 10
T h e  s e r s l ’. i v i  r v  g a i n  r a n  be e x p e r - e i  by f .orapav i ' i !  "77" w_* s  t h e
prop- ' ‘ i - r.&l
transition time T"j 4 bat would be vet n  direct e l e *  ' >lv‘ls a*
current ls withe jf p/e-elerf-alysis. S e "T"j 1 2
to the bulk concent ra*. 1 cr of reducible s.bs*,i"e the ratio
.1 / 2
( t : / T j > and should be cO'-Mle-ed to
1 / 2  rexpress the g a m  in sersiti v  * ■. t4-*? ga;- is "C / T j > 1 - i„ /
l p ) 2 - l j  F ;>r 4 he da* a of Ta b l e  '"C * 10 se' s  17.5
sec.), one evaluates a g a m  J "Cj . of appr o« i mat el y 6 over the
2
direct method A:tually ft’e d. e * me4 ho: is rot eas.ly appliei 
low concentrations ^adsorbed impur: * - es r spa' j i v effete &n; * Ke stripping
method is mere ad .a' 'ag ecus than 4 r ' s c'mpie r a 1 c v 1 a * or of * he g a m  would 
i nd i c a t e .
POTENTIAL-TIME CIPVES
As in the p"* er t ; al - st ep me4 hod *• ■ >r-;cer only the case ir which 
the Nernst equation :s applitable. By l ' 4 r oduc i ng * h e value ' *  * he 
concentration derived by B e n u t  aro Delah*v ?
r 1q t) - 21<-/T4't'/-(*■/>-■•»)
t - M  L ) -  t tK. n  r  A  D *
Al
I- ?
and (~nj+ ‘ . o t ]. f r equa* l on 1 2 6 * f e *' =
after simple 4 rarsftrma‘icrs
oaua ’ ; i”
E = E*4- Jr-hTAP^ c
Z L,
f e n [ ( T + t ) *  - t " * J
R T
n
i !| »s
* - i '
Or ‘he basis of *he evaluated val no
?3
The potential becomes progressively more anodic as the electrolvsis 
proceeds (Fig. 7), The potential at t s o ls readily deduced from (3-3); 
it depends on pre-electrolysis time and current. It follows from (3-3) 
that a plot of log 1/2 ip - t1/2 J against E
should have the reciprocal slope 0.059/fi at §5°. This is essentially 
the case for the curves of Fig. 7 as far as the accuracy of the record­
ing allows this verification.
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
A cell with hanging mP'r. jry drop i'13'i of the type previously used 
In this laboratory (1, 3?) (TFig. 8 ) *-a& utilized. A mercury drop falling 
from a conventional dropping mercury electrode was caught in a small 
glass spoon and then hung (by rotation of the spoon> on a small gold- 
plated platinum wire (perhaps 0 . 1  mm long) sealed in a glass tube with 
fine tip. The cell was also provided wi‘b a constant speed stirrer of 
the propeller type. The blades of the propeller were below the tip of 
the dropping mercury electrode and rhe hanging drop to avoid the pro­
jection of mercury drops on the hanging drop. The stopper was made of 
plastic and was carefully machined to fit the ground glass collar of the 
cell. Accuracy in the spacing of the electrodes and spoon was far more 
easily achieved with a plastic stopper than with a ground glass stopper.
A saturated calomel electrode was prepared in the ^ther arm of the cell, 
and the cell had the usual nitrogen i^let.
It was found th%+ the solution cou’.i be rather vigorously stirred 
without dislodging the hanging drop and pre-electrolysis limiting cur­
rents were relatively large ifdiffusion layer thickness of t*e order of 
-3
1 0  cm.). Because of vigorous sMrrir-g, the pre-elertrolysi s current
dropped with it 1 - 2  seconds to an average co-start value after the begin­
ning of elec tr il yr i s . The area of T>,e hanging dr op w a s  reproducible with 
an error smaller -ban 1 per cert a corsef-at:ve estimate' in a given
24
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med 1 um. *
Stirring with the rotated propeller stirrer was not uniform an: 
rapid fluctuations of *he pr e - eler t * ol y s 1 s current about a <■ or. start 
average value were observed. The r. or.ur i f orra stirring also caused! de­
formation of the hanging drop ano consequently the stirrer was stopped 
at the end of pre-electrclysi-. A f.me ir*er-al cf 4 seconds was allowed 
to elapse befo-e anodic s’rtpptng. The small loss ir. sersivtu'ity gain 
was more than, r jtnpensated by impro^emer", jt accuracy.
A cell m  w f  :h the hanging d - op *»f suspended on a ro’» w. rg glass 
tube with g'Tf-pi * .ed pla’ irum t ip als ■ used but was rr* sffled m
detail. This type of elect rode ifg1- well be ir:.>re ad v an * ageous 'tan *he
combination of barging drop and «?*• • er .
Inst -unefi • a* i c for the control t the p:‘er ♦ i al of the hanging drop
and the s*r:ppi~g r.'-ent . cj r ▼ er ■ ? • *p method was convert coral . Pre­
electrolysis was a-’-ieJ out a* -1 voi- ersus S.C.E.' Jr all the experi­
ments. Time internals during pre-elec*"olyscs ard between s’ripping 
and pr e-el er *■ r "1 y? * s ve-e -oiled ro*r.'allv w f h  an elert r; . time’-. The
u 11 lizat 1 o” of time relays w^uld be ad' a' ’ agc^us and would require or iy 
simple Ins* rume* *.&* c: i. Re: or<i i r.(r ? *e-e mace * M h  a fek* t t -'. h achoqeray 
osci lies'" ope , model M l  w;»h p ? e 1 < t ■ c-- Mr.
Solut 1 :■" r omp ? s :. ‘ ■ f  ; A. 5 nr 1 1 ’ m ? i ar ft-’l'* . ' 1M p ■:>* as-.^m ide .
oxygen remo/al by rt*.-ogen. The *? m p ^ » ure was approximately ?*>' . It did 
not vary by mr re t.ha* 1 2 degrees i a seMes of determir a * 1 ors .
*Tbe rep ’ od'j - i b; 11 : > would be imp - ' . M  by polar'zing * be dropping 
mercury elec*re>de at a rcrs*a-* potertial r so ra*hodlc as :o r a^. se 
any appreciable metal depose for K U f n i  rf I f  - -g the ele * * ode acquire 
the mixed p:tert:ai ' or r e?p ood t rg to the f l ’ticm that the algebraic sum
of f&radaf d ’ V ' is eq » 1 > zero.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
The two methods studied in this dissertation and the method of 
Nlkelly and Cooke (29) (anodic stripping with continuously varying 
potential) are of Interest in the analysis cf traces of amalgam forming 
metals In the concentration range In which direct voltammetry and polaro- 
graphy fall. Hence, anodic stripping methods have a practical value for 
concentrations below 10-6 molar (6). The sensitivity gain that is 
achieved results from concentration of the metal to be analyzed in a 
thin layer at the surface of the mercury electrode. Rather high gains 
are possible because the metal ls deposited in stirred solution at a 
much higher rate than it diffuses into the bulk of mercury. In this 
respect, anodic stripping methods can be compared to extraction (10,
18). It should be emphasized that the gain does not result so much from 
an increase in current to be measured per se (very low currents are 
quite easy to measure) but rather from an enhancement of current under 
conditions in which the capacity current is not particularly increased.
A comparison of the gains obtained by the three anodic stripping 
methods would require actual application to trace analysis, and only 
the tentative conclusion that the potential-step method is the most 
sensitive will be made here.1
1The sensitivity gain of the method of Nlkelly and Cooke can 
be evaluated by noting that the Randles-Bevcik treatment of oscillo­
graphic polarography ls applicable as a first approximation when the 
stirrer ls stopped before anodic stripping.
2 7
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An obvtous appllra’ioo anod:*; stripping inethc»is woulcJ be 
amper ometr 1 c tlttati'jrs at concentra*, ions belo* 1 0 "® molar.
PART ’
MECHANISM OF THE i„ ; 5C.«4.R‘,.E 
CKRTA N METAL COMFUE*ES
CriAPTBR V I
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The mechanism of the electrochemical reduction of complex ions 
has been a subject of Interest for some fifty years, primarily because 
of the importance of complex ions in electrodeposition Parry and 
Lyons (30) discuss possible mechanisms of reduction of coordination 
compounds In electroplating, mainly from the historical viewpoint.
It was shown recently by Glerst and Jullard (15) and Delahay and 
Berxlns (7) that certain complex ions are directly reduced, while other 
complex ions must undergo some chemical reaction before the electrochemical 
reaction. The same view is shared by Gerlscher (14) who studied, in 
particular, the reduction of cadmium cyanide complexes.
A rather detailed study of complexes had also been made by the 
writer in 1953-1954 in order to establish a correlation between same 
properties of complexes and the occurrence of a chemical reaction prior 
to the electrochemical reaction. No conclusion could be reached at the 
time. More recently it appeared that negative ions, particularly with 
a double or triple charge, undergo a chemical transformation before 
electrochemical reduction. In order to test this hypothesis, the reduc­
tion of several negatively charged complexes was studied in the hope 
that these results together with the results previously obtained would 
allow to draw definite conclusions regarding the mechanism of reduction 
of complex ions.
The method used for this investigation w&s voltammetry at constant
29
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current. Only a brief survey of the theory of constant current will be 
presented here, since reviews are available (5, 8),
In voltamsietry at constant current the electrolysis current ls kept 
constant, and the potential of the polarized electrode ls recorded. The 
solution ls unstirred and enough supporting electrolyte is present so that 
migration of the reducible ion can be neglected. The duration of electrolysis 
ls short —  In the present study 0.1 second or less —  so that convection 
can be neglected. Diffusion is thus the only mode of mass transfer.
The experimentally obtained potential-time curves are characterized 
by a transition time HC whose value was derived by Sand (34). The transi­
tion time in the case of linear diffusion without kinetic complications ls
where C° ls the bulk concentration of the electrolysed species, 1Q the 
current density, n the number of electrons involved in the reaction, D the 
diffusion coefficient, and F the faraday. The transition time is defined 
by the condition that, at t ■ 'f*, the concentration of the electrolysed 
species at electrode surface is equal to zero. Before the transition tine, 
the potential of the working electrode varies slowly once the decosqiositlon 
potential for the electrolysed species has been reached. At t - X  the 
potential of the polarised electrode varies rapidly toward more cathodlc 
or anodic values until sosie now electrode process takes place. The 
properties of the transition time can be deduced from equation (6-1). Thus,
X  1* proportional to the concentration of reducible species and in­
versely proportional to the current density.
In this study we will be concerned with processes In which electron 
transfer ls preceded by a chemical reaction, In the case of a chemical
c
  (6-1)
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reaction of the first order represented by the symbolic equation
—  0 + ne R >
the transition time obeys the relationship (7)
where K is the equilibrium constant for the chemical process preceding 
electron transfer, and kf and are formal rate constants for
this process.
If the current density is sufficiently low, T K is relatively large, 
and the argument of the error function in (6-2) is larger than 2; i.e. the 
error function is equal to unity. The product iD TT fc1^2 is then
a linear function of the current density. The slope of i0'T vs. iQ
is equal to
If the current density is sufficiently high, it can be shown that equa­
tion (6-2) reduces to
current density.
The treatment for reduction preceded by a first order chemical 
reaction can be extended to a second order process of the type (pseudo- 
first order)
SC*
* .  J t *  n F C ° D 4
(6-3)
1/2Under these conditions the quantity iQ TT ^ ls independent of the
0 + X
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provided the concentration of X is sufficiently high ( *+ 100 tiroes that 
of Z ). It ls also assumed that X is neither reduced nor oxidized at 
the potential at which substance 0 is reduced.
The slope of 1Q X  vs. ic then becomes
_  JL-   (C p ,  *___
i K ' ( k t )*
where C° ls the bulk concentration of substance X (in our case, the
complexlng agent), K ’ is the equilibrium constant for the process
+ X and k *b is the rate constant for the backward process
1/2
Thus the slope of iQX  vs, 1Q should increase with the concentration 
of the complexlng agent.
CHAPTER VII
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The Electrolytic Coll
A conventional H-type cell with a dropping mercury electrode ae 
working electrode was used. The recording was synchronized with the fall 
of the drop to achieve the same current density for consecutive drops, A 
rotating contact driven by a synchronous motor (12 rpm) actuated a magnetic 
hammer which dislodged the mercury drop. Another contact driven by the 
same motor closed several seconds after the fall of the preceding drop and 
closed the electrolysis circuit through a mercury relay.
The potential of the dropping mercury electrode was measured against 
a saturated calomel electrode. The error resulting from the ohmic drop in 
the cell was greatly reduced by the use of a reference calomel electrode 
which was Inserted in a tube whose drawn out end was within one or two milli­
meters of the surface of the mercury drop. The second electrode of the 
electrolysis circuit was an auxiliary platinum electrode inserted in the 
other compartment of the H-cell. The same solution was used in both 
compartments.
The solution was freed of oxygen by passing nitrogen through 1; for 
IS minutes. The gas was also passed through the cell before each measure­
ment to eliminate any gradient of concentration.
The Electrolysis Circuit
The olrcuit utilised is shown in Figure 0. The current was adjusted 
with the variable resistance Rj and the current intensity was determined
33
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by measuring with a Leeds and Northrup student1 potentiometer the ohmic 
drop across R2 , a precision decade resistance box. The electrolysis 
circuit was closed by the mercury relay (Western Electric 276B). This 
relay is much better than a conventional relay because transients are 
reduced to a few microseconds. It was Indeed necessary to avoid 
transients particularly in the determination of transition times shorter 
than a millisecond.
The electrolysis was Interrupted before secondary electrode reac­
tions (plating of the supporting electrolyte) could occur to avoid plug­
ging of the capillary of the dropping mercury electrode by potassium or 
sodium amalgam (supporting electrolytes were prepared with salts of these 
metals). This was accomplished by connecting a biased thyratron in 
parallel with Rj and the cell. After a definite time interval, which 
was determined by a constant resistance of 2 0 0  K and the variable 
capacitor , the thyratron became conductive, thus short-circuiting 
R^ and the cell.
Potential-time curves were recorded with a cathode-ray oscilloscope 
(Tektronix oscilloscope, model 531 with preamplifier 53D). The oscillo­
grams were photographed on 35 mm film and readings were made from enlarged 
images.
1This expression ls generally used to designate a potentiometer 
of the type (Catalog No. 7651) manufactured by Leeds and Northrup.
CHAPTER VIII
DESCRIPTION AND DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Influence of Charge of Complex on the Mechanism of Discharge
It was pointed out in Chapter VI that at low current densities the
product i for the discharge of a metallic complex should decrease
linearly with the current density if the c-lec < ro-:hemual step is preceded
by dissociation of the complex provided that this reaction is of pseudo-
first order. This was found to be the case for several negatively charged
1,2 1
complex ions. The plots of ITT vs l for these complexes are given in
Figures 10 and 11 It is known (22 20 17 j) 24 > *hat all these com­
plexes have a double negative charge, except fcrr:: oxalate which has a 
triple negative charge These double and triple negative complexes 
probably dissociate to the complex with or:e less negative charge prior to
the reduction. Conversely, the product it^^is independent of current
density for positively charged complex ions (Figure 1 2  • In principle, 
there could be a chemical step prior to reduction, however, the rate
1/2constants calculated from a nearly horizontal slope of the plot i 'C vs. 
i are much higher than those predicted by the absolute rate or collision 
theories (7).
The effect of concentration of the complexlng agent is shown in 
Figure 13. As was pointed out before, for a pseudo-first order dissociation
^Currents (1) rather than current densities (iQ ) are used in 
Figures 10, 11, and 12. This is permissible since a plot o( I T  vs. i 
has the same slope as a plot of vs i0
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i / 2
preceding discharge the slope of IqTT ' i0 should Increase with
the square root of the completing agent concentration Although the
1/2slope of ioTT ' vs, 1 ^ for small current 'ierslties Increased with the 
concentration of the citrate ion, the square root dependence of the slope 
on concentration was not obtained The explanation probably lies in the 
simultaneous occurence of the direct reduction of the complex, The dual 
mechanism of direct reduction and dissociation prior to reduction is, 
in principle, possible for all of these negative complexes However, 
when the complexes are discharged in a range of potentials In which the 
electrode is very negative with respect to the solution direct reduction 
is very slow. The direct reduction mechanism should become important for 
cosuplexes which are discharged at the potentials at which the electrode has 
a positive charge with respect to solution in the case of cadmium 
citrate the direct reduction probably takes place since the reduction po­
tential of the complex Is only 0 2 volt more negative than the potential 
of sero charge of mercury. Also, as shown by polarographic studies (26), 
the complex has only one negative charge. If one assumes the discharge 
by both mechanisms —  direct reduction and reduction preceded by dlssocla-
I/O
tion —  it is easily seen that the slope of l0 T  v*. i0 should not
necessarily be proportional to the square root of the complexing agent.
The mathematical treatment for the dual mechanism has not been worked out 
because it is very involved (non-linear boundary condition).
The direct reduction mechanism should be particularly important for 
ferric oxalate and citrate complexes since these complexes are discharged 
at the potentials more positive than the potential of zero charge 
Qerlscher (12) lr. his determination of the rate constants for 
the dissociation
Cd (CN)4 * m  —  CdCCN 3 * CN
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obtained a straight line for the plot <—  V r  cn ~i
c L l  —  J
for six concentrations of CN~ (0,2 M to 1.2M) Ion thus verifying the 
square root dependence predicted by the theory. In this case, the reduc­
tion potential Is auch more negative than the potential of zero charge and 
the direct reduction mechanism is unimportant.
Charge of Metallic Complex and Rate Constants for the Electrochemical 
Discharge Reaction
Further evidence of the effect of charge on the mechanism of discharge 
is obtained from the determination of the kinetic parameters for the 
electrode reaction for the different complexes of the same metal and ligand. 
Data for such a study are available for the cadmium cyanide complexes (14). 
The kinetics of discharge of a metal ion with amalgam formation can
be characterized by the exchange current density, which is
(8-1)
where and ere the equilibrium concentrations of the species
being discharged and metal M in mercury, respectively; is the transfer
coefficient and k8 the rate constant at the standard potential E° . The 
parameters kB and o< characterize the electrode reaction. When the experi­
mentally determined exchange current densities and the instability constants 
for the various complexes of a series are known, it is possible to calcu­
late the rate constant ka for the reduction of a specific complex species. 
The results of such calculations are given in Table III. The instability 
constants for the different cadmium cyanide complexes were given by 
flleklerskl (35). The data of Table III indicate that the rate of the 
electrochemical reaction increases with increasing positive charge on the 
complex. However, it should be pointed out that in concentrated cyanide
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TABLE
RATES OF DISCHARGE OF CADM ' M  CYANIDE COMPLEXES
ON CADMIUM AMALGAM AT 2 5 C
Reducible Species E° volts/ k s *
Cd++
Cd{CN> 2
Cd(CN 3 
Cd (CN ^
" . 6 47
■ i , ?(7 
-I li?
4. 2 x 1
1.0 ft 19“
^Calcjlate? from tbe da'a G(> - * bp- 14 irea^ren'0' •? n’a Je 
with the hanging am&leair. d/-op.
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solutions the concentration of the free Cd++ is extremely low thus the 
contribution of Cd++ Ion to the exchange current d e n s i t y  will be negli­
gible. Gerischer (14) states that at low CN concentrations the reduc­
tion occurs through the neutral Cd(CN * 2 species, but at high corentra- 
tions of the complexing agent the reducible species is Cd(CN)j~ complex.
Conclusion
The following mechanism is proposed for the discharge of negatively 
charged metallic complexes. (1) Reduction occurs simultaneously (a) by 
the direct electrochemical reaction of the complex and (b) with :hemical 
transformation MXp MXp.j ‘ 1 + X* prior to reduction.
(2) The relative contribution of the=e two simultaneous processes varies 
with potential. Reduction with preceding chemical ♦ransformat:on is pre­
dominant at. potentials markedly negative with respect to +he pci'* of zero 
charge. Conversely, direct reduction is predominant at poter.’ials suffi­
ciently positive with respect to the point of zero charge. The.'c is a 
progressive transition from one extreme case to *he other.
Complex i d s  wi h a post+ice charge which were studied are red. :,ed 
directly.
APPENDIX 
DERIVATION OF 
DIFFUSION STRIPPING CURRENT OF EQUATION (2-3)
Al stated in Chapter II, the derivation of the diffusion stripping 
current requires the solution of pick’s diffusion equation
f t  =  D »
for the following initial and boundary conditions
The initial condition is given by the relationship
X
TC  (*• 0) - [2 (~ .
-  *  <-rfc ( t d $ * k) ] (A- 2 >
which can be conveniently written by the introduction of
© =  D « -
The boundary conditions are
€„ (0,t)= 0 t >0
* 0  tOT * ----►  O O  «nd t > 0
By taking the Laplace transform of equation (A-l) with respect to
(A-4) 
(A- 5 )
time one obtains the following ordinary differential equation (3, 4)
^ cn f* 1 ^  ) =  ~  (a_6)
where Cg (* , 0) is given by (A-2). The solution of this equation is 
of the form
C(s,x) = M  " [ > [ - ( ■ & ; ) *  *] + f i ^ p [ ( sD n f x ]
+ l r  (s. x)
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where M and N are integration constants and ' s x) is a particular
solution of equation (A-6). This particular solution Is given by the 
relationship (36)
/ ,y + i oo  $ l  r
(*■*) = iVr )/ y(pj dP  ( A ‘ 8 '
where i = (-l)^^ is a positive constant, (p) is the Laplace
transform of the f unc 11 on-C^C x , 0 )/D]^  with respect to x, (using p instead 
of s to avoid confusion with the previous transformation), and (p) is
the symbolic formulation of equation (a -6) (33). In the present case one 
has
The integral (A-8) lr which ( P i s  replaced by its value from (A-9)
can be evaluated by a p p l i c a t i o n  of ♦he convolution theorem for the 
Laplace transform (361 Thus
f (?)$(■* - 7 ) ^ 7  ( A ‘ 1 0 )
in which is an auxiliary variable and the functions f 'x) and
g <x) are defined as follows f "X) - CM ' x 0«
and g rxl is such that the function l/'f'fpi jsee <A-9)J is the Laplace 
transform of g ("O Hence M )
*) = s/(D„y-  ~,ntn Ifdrj X J (*-1M
In view of equations 'A-101 ,'A-ll . and the definition of the function 
f (x) , the p a r t ic u l a r  solution Cp s x) is
q  r f z o j p v *
y*.
ho f
J r  y u  f  \  j
sinh f r- ;'x- '''-‘i"
l 'V1-
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or, in an abridged form
C p  ( S ' X ) =  D ^ s x  L  CA13)
where corresponds to * he integral of equation fA-12;,
The integral T  is evaluated by successive integrations by parts.
It Is convenient to malce the following substitutions 
V
a  =
i , -  _  _ _ S
2  D „ « -  •C't -  £> > 1 A - 1 4 j
and to rewrite ' M
l, = t [ i P ^ txF(-c' i)~ y erfc(a^)}^n^hfx-p)jJ
1
In the first integration one sets
.A-15)
u =  cxp ('qL>?1J' ? erfc P 7 ) , A - ‘6 >
c/v = .s/hA [ cj (x - n'jj d y x-i-’i
After integration 'his leads to a seco"d integral
Iz = j ' ^ rf c C"?)- c o s h  [ ^ ( x - 9 ) ] cJ^ 'A-1!“
which is evaluated by setting erfc ' x i j i  as u and the remaining terms 
as dv The following *hird integral is obtained in this manner
l = r  cxp •i,n^ 7 ) ] ^ 7  ■n -‘9 '
This integral :s calculated by subst1 *u’1 ~g for the hyperbolic sine 
the corresponding exponential funcMo's 
One finally obtains lor
1 ~ - 4r [ 4—  cxpf- o' xL) - x tr-^cfax
l jr'-a r t  “  / I - 1  h
+  - L ^ -  e - X f  ( cjrx ) *  e x
c ^ j r ^ a  ' 2
- ^ - -x^ : - "i*!
+  cxp + r )  ci ( ox r j...
A H
- If exP(V(p - r) erf (ax - fa) <A-20)
After some transformations one obtains for the complete solution of 
equation (A-6 ) the following expression
C  C 6 ‘X) 3 ^  ex/D(/_'^x) +  N '  t x p ( < j x )
+  ■ f "  [nh (~ * * )  -* trfc (ax)]
+ zxp ( - f o  + ?x) er/c ( ° x +
^  ~ ? x ) €r/^  (°*- jfa)
The integration constants M ’ and N ' in equation i.A-21) are different from
the constants M and N of equation (A-7), because terms In exp (-qx) and
exp (qx) from the complementary and particular solution have been
combined. It is necessary to set N' = 0 since C (a, x) cannot increase 
indefinitely with x , M' is obtained from the transform of the boundary 
condition (A-4), Thus Cy (a, 0) « 0 and
M' = - -f -  f i i  exp 6 ^ J cr/ c( W )
+ <*p(f^) crf(ikj
Since we are interested in the flux at x c C, rather than the concentra­
tion, we can differentiate C (s, x) with respect to x and set x > 0 In 
the resulting equation, One then obtains
f- .d Cm U x)cl X
-Q S £ ct ( f ^ )  c i c ( ^
(A-23)
a
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Upon Introduction of the values of a and q there follows
[ dC„(>,x}_l - o f  2JZ- . 1 -  - ±  .
I d x  J,.. - u t s *  s
+  s X  • - J Z  c r ^ L . ( < r ) ^ J  (A-24)
The inverse transforms for the first two terms are (4)
L'(^) =
L ' ( --L-) = 1 '*-25>
The transform of the third term can be evaluated by application of the 
convolution theorem (4). Since
L " [  h  * * p ( s r )  i r f c ( s - c ) * - ]  =
Therefore
L ‘ [i* • i* ZXf(sr) crfc ( s t f ]
fr + t - z ) *  = ^ ~ i,n (TttJZ-
z being an auxiliary variable. If one uses the trigonometric identity (32)
S in' y = 4rJ7 + -jr- sin~‘ (Zy*"- /)
one can write (A-26) as follows
L " [ 7 x r - j z  t x p ( s x )  e r f c [ s r ) A ]
j j -1 T
—  -  -J—  s  i n  — ------ *—  (a-27)2 TT T + t
1 ( ^ A  2,
—  — ■  Ji /- ■ -I  V"JT“ ~ S't n / , \ y  ( A - 2 6  >^ Ja T zr ~
5 0
Thus one finally obtains the flux as
^  CtA ( * >  't') 
o> x
K m O
- e [ z / ri f  hr,
A
i
j r
st n
tr - t
r H
Since
(A-28)
t-j,d =  ~  n T A D "
9Cm x^, t) 
3 x
(A-29)
X *o
where the anodic current is negative according to polarographic convention 
and 0  is given by equation (A-3), one obtains for the diffusion 
stripping current the following equation given in Chapter II as equation 
(2-3)
\ t J 2. Jr T  + t
CA-30)
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